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ABSTRAC
CT
Malaysiia has been ranked as thhe world’s top manufaacturing locaation in the new suitabiility index
by Cusshman and Wakefieldd. The maanufacturingg sector inn Malaysiaa has creatted many
employm
ment opporttunities andd requires a constant suupply of com
mpetitive manpower to achieve a
sustainaable businesss growth. Consequenntly, Malayysians can expect
e
an abundance of career
prospects from the many technnical departm
ments in thee manufactuuring industtry providedd that they
have thhe right skillls, attitude and qualiffications. Unfortunately
U
y, many grraduates andd existing
workerss are lackinng in the reequired technical know
wledge andd skills in meeting
m
thee industry
demandds. In realityy, hundreds of thousannds of graduuates remainn unemployyed because they lack
certain skills that employers are lookinng for. Missmatch betw
ween the skkills and kknowledge
obtainedd by studennts and quaalification reequired by the industryy is the maain cause foor today’s
graduatees’ unemplooyment. Inddustry practiitioners ofteen urged loccal higher leearning institutions to
review their
t
curricuulum in order to producce graduatess who can meet
m the inddustry needss; whereas
academiicians arguee that it is a misconceeption that iit is a univeersity’s respponsibility to
t prepare
graduatees to plungge into thee working world. Enngineering sstudents annd existing technical
workforrce are urgeed to look for
f LLL program in enngineering and techniccal topics inn order to
improvee their job skills. The proposed Manufacturring Insightts Skills Trraining (MIIST) is an
innovatiive technicaal soft skillls learning module foor the higher learning institutions and the
industryy to adapt innto their LL
LL system. M
MIST will ffocus on thee study of vvarious manuufacturing
variablees (includinng process and materrials understanding) aand how thhey can im
mpact the
manufaccturing quaality and prroductivity. The objecttive of MIS
ST is to im
mprove empployability
skills annd to devellop high peerformance technical w
workforce inn order to aalleviate som
me of the
dilemmaas faced by the many sttakeholders.
Keyworrds: Manuffacturing inndustry; graaduates uneemploymentt; manufactturing insigghts skills
training; technical ssoft skills; hhigh perform
mance technnical workfoorce
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1: INTRODUCTION
Malaysia enjoyed a steady economic growth from being an agriculture-based economy in
1970s to industrial-based economy in 1980s. The manufacturing sector in Malaysia has created
many employment opportunities and requires a constant supply of competitive manpower to
achieve a sustainable business growth. As long as there is a new product to launch, industrial
activities such as metal stamping, plastic moulding, die casting, tools and dies making will never
phase out. It is a prerequisite process to produce and supply parts, as well as components used to
assemble vehicles, telecommunication, electrical and electronics, computers, health care
products and infrastructures (Hooi, 2016).
Today, manufacturing industry is no doubt a key player in the nation’s economy.
According to Binks (2014), Malaysia has been ranked as the world’s top manufacturing location
in the new suitability index. The importance of the manufacturing sector to the economy is
evidenced in its contribution to the gross domestic product (GDP), external trade and job
creation, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Major Indicators of the Manufacturing Sector, 2010-2020
Indicator

2010

2015

2020

10th Plan
Achieved

11th Plan
Target

Contribution of manufacturing sector to

192.5

243.9

312.5

1,110.9

1,417.3

Annual Growth Rate (%)

12.1

4.7

4.4

Share to GDP (%)

23.4

23.0

22.1

23.1

22.5

Total exports of manufactured goods

489.6

636.7

812.8

2,801.3

3,677.9

76.6

81.8

83.4

76.4

82.8

GDP (RM billion in 2010 prices)

(RM billion in current prices)
Share to Total Export (%)

Average Annual Growth Rate (%)
Share to Total Employment (%)

17.0

18.0

18.2

3.9

Note: 2015 numbers are estimated and 2020 numbers are forecasted
Source: Economic Planning Unit and Department of Statistics Malaysia
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However, the share of Malaysia’s manufacturing exports in the world market is declining,
facing stiff competition from emerging economies, particularly in the electrical and electronics
(E&E) subsector. The manufacturing sector has not evolved to respond to changing global
demands, producing products that are also manufactured by many other countries. In the 11th
Malaysia Plan 2016-2020, strategies will be introduced to chart a new direction for the
manufacturing sector to produce high value, diverse and complex products. Focus will shift from
quantity to quality and broad-based incentives to performance-based incentives (Economic
Planning Unit, Prime Minister’s Department, 2015).
Statistics also showed that the composition of the exports are changing from primarily
raw materials to manufactured goods, indicating a move towards more complex products. The
shift towards producing higher value and more complex products requires skilled, creative and
innovative personnel with technological knowledge to constantly improve products and
processes. However, in reality manufacturers face difficulties in hiring skilled and specialised
worker. More than 40% of firms reported vacancies for skilled production workers due to a lack
of talent with the required soft skills and relevant technical skills.
While firms are unable to attract local talents due to the relatively lower remuneration
offered, local workers continue to demand higher pay because of inflation. Hence, local
manufacturers can no longer produce cheap products without having low production cost. As
Malaysia gears up to transform its production-based economy to knowledge-based economy,
there are an abundant of career advancement prospects for engineering graduates in the
manufacturing industry. A high performance knowledgeable-workforce (K-workforce) is thus
considered to be the most important factor for future success in achieving our economic
transformation plan.
2: MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA
The manufacturing sector is a long established industry in the country but the labour
intensive, high reject rate, low yield, poor technical level and the lack of research and
development lie behind the seemingly mutual facade of this field. Manufacturers and their
employees should learn to work smarter rather than harder, otherwise in years to come they can
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best be assembler. The sluggish technological advancement of the manufacturing sector will
definitely affect the advancement of other National Key Economic Areas (Economic
transformation programme, 2010).
To sustain the economic growth and compete in the global market, manufacturing
industry requires a constant and adequate supply of manpower that is competitive and highly
skilled. Ironically, there is a growing trend for our manufacturers to hire foreigners to fill up
technical positions, such as technicians, machinists, foremen, supervisors, designers and
engineers in addition to the already un-checkable large pool of low qualification operators.
Manufacturers need to produce profitable advanced goods rather than low price consumer
goods. The traditional 3R – Reject, Rework and Replace manufacturing culture needs to be
changed into the more technological based of advanced 3R – Research, Review and Reengineer
to ensure high income careers and profitable operations.
Manufacturers are generally concerned about quality and productivity. They preferred to
hire staffs who can contribute to their manufacturing quality and productivity improvement, as
well as company growth. Unfortunately, in recent years graduates and existing workers are
lacking in the required technical knowledge and skills to meet the industry demands. The
industry believes that local universities have a mission to develop quality human capital and
competent workforce to fill up the many technical vacancies. Employers often urged local
teaching institutes to review their curriculum in order to produce graduates who can meet the
industry requirement.
It is understandable that many employers are reluctant to spend extra money to train their
employees for basic skills which could be a cost burden especially during economic downturn.
Many companies seem great at running their business but they may not be necessarily good at
training their staffs. In order to develop K-workforce, many of them hired professional training
services from industry-training providers to provide employees’ re-skilling and up-skilling to
keep up with human resources needs in the industries.
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3: EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS IN MALAYSIA
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) play a very important role in producing good
quality workforce for the industry while the industry makes full use of these products to become
more competitive in the local and foreign market.
Many universities are not producing “work ready” graduates because the country’s
education system is too exam-oriented. In recent years, many companies do not trust new
graduates, who may have learned mountains of theories but lack of applicability. In addition,
there are also universities that offer courses that are not as relevant to the industry.
An economy based on creativity and innovation needs technical human resources with
strong foundation in mathematics and sciences. There are plenty of technical careers available
offered by the manufacturing industry who is using science and technology to produce technical
products. The increase in the number of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) students and engineering graduates is paramount to meet the nation’s need for
technical workforce who can implement and maintain the many economic development projects.
Malaysia had set a target ratio of 60:40 science-to-non-science students at the Upper
Secondary School level but instead of coming closer to that “ideal” ratio, the country is drifting
further away from its target, as shown in Figure 1. According to the Academy of Sciences
Malaysia (2015), science is not appealing to students due to a theoretical teaching approach that
is textbook-based and examination-oriented. Without the large number of science students, there
will surely be a corresponding limitation in the ability of universities to produce the number of
engineering graduates needed.
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Figure 1: Percentage of Students enrolled in STEM and non-STEM streams in National Schools
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With waning interest in STEM among school children, Malaysia may have to turn to
foreign workers to achieve Vision 2020. The situation will get worse if nothing is done to spark
interest in the sciences at school level soon.
Local secondary schools and HEIs have to seriously analyse and review their curriculum
and introduce LLL subjects that are relevant to the industry needs and produce both marketable
programs and graduates. The curriculum of the institutions of higher learning should be
developed in accordance with the development of technology.
The delivery of science and technical subjects also needs improvement. It is important for
the educators to focus on applicability. Students are memorizing theories rather than exploring
and getting to know new information on the latest happenings in the industry related to their
courses. They focus more on theoretical knowledge compared to hands-on experience. It is
essential to study the theories but relating the theory to the actual practical work is much more
important.
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On the another hand, majority of the lecturers teaching engineering subjects at local HEIs
are lacking of industrial exposure which has resulted in limited focus on manufacturing issues in
their formal education curricula and cause inadequate understanding and appreciation of
technical science among students and graduates. Education institutions should establish smart
partnerships with industry-training providers in search for improved learning approaches that
will complement their existing syllabus and attract students, as well as provide a superior
blended LLL process.
Academic qualified industry practitioners with a wealth of teaching experience along
with strong industrial background will be more effective to present various engineering theory &
subjects in terms of industry applications. Trainers from the industry can give the students
insights on issues within the industry that need to be tackled. This will train graduates and
students to have a strong fundamental and applied engineering knowledge, as well as make the
purpose and meaning of technical science learning become transparent and more interesting.
Industry talks and carefully planned industry training subjects instructed by qualified
industry trainers can help to bridge the gap between the principle knowledge study and industrial
practice. Such industrial skills LLL activity also provide platform in bringing the industry
practitioners into academic learning institutes & enhancing the industry network building.
Turning the industry into classroom learning should be emphasised by HEIs in their
curriculum transformation process. This move would also be in line with the key aims of
Malaysia’s Education Blueprint (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 2015) and will enable students
to immerse in the real world environment much earlier.

4: GRADUATES AND UNEMPLOYMENT
The number of unemployed graduates from local universities is appalling. According to
statistics as announced by the former Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department Datuk Seri
Abdul Wahid Omar on 12 May 2015, there are 161,000 graduates among the 400,000
unemployed in Malaysia (“Graduates among 400,000 currently unemployed,” 2015).
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Close to 50,000 university graduates end up unemployed yearly, revealed by the current
Human Resources Minister Datuk Seri Richard Riot Jaem (“50,000 Malaysian grads flood the
job market,” 2015). Between 2010 and 2013, unemployed female graduates outnumbered their
male counterparts. Statistics show that female graduates have less chances of being employed as
compared to the male graduates, as shown in Figure 2. The large pool of unemployed graduates
represents a wasteful investment of scarce resources. With a flood of fresh graduates, individuals
are having a tough time finding jobs in an increasingly competitive labour market.
Figure 2: Number of Unemployed Graduates between 2010-2013
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The mismatch between skills and knowledge obtained by students and qualification
required by the industry is the main cause for today’s graduate unemployment. The criteria used
by today’s HR practitioners to interview and hire fresh graduates in the order of priority are
character, communication skills, working knowledge, job experience and educational
qualifications. Employers will not bother to ask about the last two if graduates fail in the first
three criteria as it serves no purpose to look at their certificates.
English proficiency has been an issue of concern for unemployed graduates in the past
decade and is far from being solved. In fact, it does not look like it will be solved any time soon.
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It is interesting to note that although English proficiency and positive work attitude are
important, staying current on industrial issues and acquiring useful applied technical knowledge
are more crucial to engineering fresh graduates. The services sector, in particular, might require
employees who possess the right soft skills such as communication and interpersonal skills.
While for the manufacturing sector, manufacturers are more concerned about applicants with
technical competencies to improve manufacturing quality and productivity.
A lot of graduates are jobless owing to their poor attitude. Employers are turned off by
their application due to the lackadaisical attitude and lack of drive to improve. Many
undergraduates’ lifestyles are centred on entertainment, mixing with a tiny circle of friends and
cocooned in a world of their own. They should seek opportunity to engage with people of varied
background and diverse experiences, participating in extra-curricular activities, attending useful
LLL courses, networking with the industry, develop critical thinking, discussing and debating
their assignments and improving their interpersonal skills. Otherwise, upon graduation, they
swell the ranks of the unemployed and under-employed graduates. Instead of becoming
independent and productive citizens, they need further nursing from the Government. In
addition, the lack of work ethics among youths also lead to a low drive to achieve success, and
low team spirit and work preparedness.
In today’s global economy, a post graduate degree is no longer a wish-to-have but needto-have (Sobri, 2015). Graduates must realise as more people come to possess higher education
degrees, they must attempt to add value to their primary academic credentials to distinguish
themselves from others with similar degrees in a competitive labour market.
Good training programs, including external courses, are vital in acquiring useful
employability skills and in improving job performance efficiency. Having relevant employability
skills can help graduates to get a job. They can also help them stay in a job and work their way to
the top.
University students should graduate with a diploma or degree and an additional “higherorder thinking skills” based on the listed employability skills (Robinson, 2000), as shown in
Table 2, which will give them an edge in the job market.
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Table 2: The Three Skills Set of Employability Skills
Basic Academic Skills







Reading
Writing
Science
Math
Oral Communication
Listening







Higher-Order
Thinking Skills
Learning
Reasoning
Thinking
Creatively
Decision making
Problem Solving

Personal Qualities








Responsible
Self Confidence
Self Control
Social Skills
Honest
Have Integrity
Adaptable and
Flexible










Team Spirit
Punctual and
Efficient
Self Directed
Good Work
Attitude
Well Groomed
Cooperative
Self Motivated
Self Management

Source: Dr. Jacquelyn P. Robinson, Community Workforce Development Specialist, Alabama
The academic chase is not about getting a diploma or a degree. Graduates cannot be
assessed solely on academic excellence or achievement. Many graduates cannot perform,
contrary to the paper qualification they have. Our (examination-oriented) education system must
produce problem-solvers of the highest quality. With the right skills, attitude and qualifications,
graduates can find jobs and retain employment in the manufacturing sector.
5: TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (TVET)
Initiatives under the 11th Malaysia Plan (2016-2020) are projected to generate
approximately 1.5 million new jobs by 2020, of which 60% needs TVET-related skills
(Economic Planning Unit, Prime Minister’s Department, 2015). The 11 MP aim is to push the
proportion of skilled jobs from the current 28% of employment to 35% by 2020. TVET is a
cornerstone of these efforts and is being highlighted intensively lately. TVET graduates are
highly employable but not necessary high-income earners unless they have the advanced
knowledge, skills and attitudes that employers look for. A typical student turns to TVET only as
a last resort (see Figure 3 below).
The statement of local TVET graduates can earn much more than university graduates is
arguable. It is no doubt that TVET can be a springboard to entrepreneurship and high growth
sector. However, the reality is TVET graduates most often not end up as tradesmen who try to
earn more income as compared to desk-or-factory-bound jobs. A study by recruitment firm
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Randstaad showed thhat young M
Malaysians pprefer stablee job securitty over flexiibility (“Young
Malaysiians prefer ssecurity oveer flexibilityy,” 2016). Thhe preferencce for a morre traditionaal
workplaace could steem from thee actual Mallaysian econnomic outloook that madde our milleennials
more cooncerned aboout securingg and retaining a job ratther than woorrying about benefits such
s
as
flexible work scheddules as a traadesman or entrepreneuur.
Figure 3: TVET & H
Higher Educaation + MIS
ST Learningg

Source: Metalloy C
Consultant SServices PLT
T
I should bee known thatt majority oof TVET graaduates are diploma
It
d
hollders and arre working
as technnicians in the manufactuuring industtry. Their paay has remaained low annd unchangeed much
over thee past decadde. By contraast, it is onlyy logical forr technical eemployees tto prove theeir worth
with exttra cutting eedge skills bbefore askingg for a highher pay from
m their emplooyers. A hannds-on
TVET ggraduate whho knows hoow to run a C
CNC-EDM machining can only prroduce the ““shape” of
a tool. O
On the contrrary, an experienced maachinist withh metallurgiical know-hhow is regarrded as a
high perrformance w
worker who can producce both the ““shape” andd the “properrty” of a dessired tool,
and thiss type of worker surely deserves a hhigher pay.
T increase in TVET student intaakes at this sstage is onlyy to fill up thhe quantity needed
The
by the inndustry but the quality level has yeet to be conffirmed. A high perform
mance techniical
worker w
with multi-ddisciplinaryy who can heelp to raise tthe manufaccturing quallity and prodductivity
certainlyy deserves a higher payy. TVET graaduates musst know thatt their TVET
T qualificatiion
should nnot be vieweed as an endd in itself, or as a pass jjust to securre a high payying job. Thhey can
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claim further success if they can acquire additional technical competency in order to upgrade
their technician level to become assistant engineer or other specialist positions.
6: HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMEMES
As students and graduates are prepared for the workplace, the skills of existing workers
should also be refreshed. For the past, graduates’ lack of required working knowledge and skills
in meeting the industrial needs has been constantly debated. The same criticism is not exempted
from a substantial number of existing employees. There is a constant demand for new skills,
hence both future and existing workers need to be retrained and re-educated to acquire such
skills. The Malaysian government has a practical channel for employers to train and retrain their
workers through the Human Resources Development Fund (HRDF) launched in 1993 by the
Ministry of Human Resources.
Certain ministries have drawn up special programmes to enhanced human capital
development plan. For the past, millions have been spent in attempt to retrain unemployed
graduates and workers but the effectiveness seems disheartening. Various factors could have
contributed to this situation, such as improper training programmes, poor trainers, inadequate
delivery system or even trainees’ inability to absorb new knowledge.
Advancements in science and technology have resulted in shorter product cycles,
emergence of newer and more advanced engineering materials and sophisticated material
processing techniques. All of these are forcing manufacturers to seek for diverse workers who
are multi-skilled. To improve the competency of existing and future workers, there is a need to
come up with teaching models that are practical and useful.
Manufacturing industry (MNCs or SMEs) are looking for technical workforce that comes
with basic skills (formal education knowledge relevant to the vacancy) and armed with
specialised skills and competencies (applicable working knowledge) in order to be ready for the
job and provide immediate contribution to the manufacturing quality and productivity
improvement. To them, soft skills such as personal quality and communication skills should have
been done during the students’ tertiary education. On the other hand, employers feel that English
proficiency is not a top priority for entry-level technical employees. To them, language
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proficiency can be catch up latter while woorking as em
mployees aree given morre opportuniities to
communnicate with their peers. It is not eveen an “issuee” should the working eenvironmentt practise
a comm
mon local lannguage among the workkers.
E
Essentially
all technicaal employeess (includingg engineers, supervisorss and techniccians)
want to perform a good
g
job, buut most havee never receeived the skiills and conffidence buillding
tools neecessary to ddo so. Emplooyers must realise that HR developpment is a loong term caapital
investm
ment program
mme. Investting in continuous profeessional training demonnstrates a
commitm
ment to the staffs. Thiss will help too enhance coompany loyyalty and moorale, as weell as
reduce sstaff turnoveer. A comm
mitment to deevelop emplloyees’ com
mpetence is aalso an impressive
selling ppoint for botth current annd future cuustomers.
M
Many
technnical employyees and enggineering grraduates aree lacking of critical skills in
solving manufacturring problem
ms. One ougght to know that qualityy control maay be able too point out
a defectt but to solve the probleem it is vitall to retreat bback to the basic
b
with a solid technnical
know-hoow. This alllows employyees to findd the root cauuse, suggest solutions, test it out, m
monitor
the resuults and finallly to resolvve the probleem forever. Profitable ooperation caan only be aachieved
with lesss rejects butt not frequeently fixing tthe rejects (See
(
Figure 4 below). Inn addition, w
without
the stronng fundameentals of scieence know-hhow, it is im
mpossible too conduct R&
&D projectss for
product and process improvem
ment.
F
Figure
4: Prooblem Solviing Techniqques
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T
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At the same time, an ideal training programme should not tie up the trainees for too long
to achieve its outcomes. Short-term LLL courses (1 day to 3 months) are ideal for target
audience who have the time and financial constraints to attend the training. It should be noted
that most graduates worry not only about their future employment but financial support as well;
while employers cannot allow their technical personnel to be away for too long to receive
training as they worry the production will be interrupted. Long duration training programme will
exhaust the stakeholders financially, physically and mentally.
Engineering students, graduates and existing technical workers are urged to look for
technical training programme for continuous upskilling to improve their employability and job
performance.
7: TECHNICAL SOFT SKILLS TRAINING COURSES
Technical short courses have not received similar popularity in Malaysia as compared
with non-technical short courses. According to surveys, most of the soft skills training are
inclined towards providing management, finance, IT, personality development, strategic
planning and marketing skills. Such situation limits the scope of capability of trainees as they are
mostly trained in managing people, things or process. These trainings do not teach them to
become skilled in creating, designing, improving, manufacturing and troubleshooting products
and technology with the most effective manner. This scenario reveals that there is a void in our
present education and training system as it shows fewer “technical soft skills” courses; shortage
of competent technical trainers, and lack of interest and awareness from industry and
participants.
The general perception of “soft skills” programme refers to personal quality developing
programme while “hard skills” programme means job skills training course. Soft skills are more
subjective. They include personality-driven skills like etiquette, getting along with others, and
patience. These skills are more difficult for an employer or professor to teach, and are harder to
measure. A hard skill is one that can be easily measured or quantified. They are often learnt on
the job or through education and training. Hard skills are especially important in knowledgebased fields, such as medicine and engineering. A hard skill for technical personnel in a
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manufacturing factory, for example, would include working knowledge of process and materials
understanding.
More precisely, technical skills can be categorized into “Technical Hard skills” and
“Technical Soft skills”. “Technical Hard Skills” refer to hands-on job skills while “Technical
Soft Skills” refer to the in-depth technical studies which teach learners the ability to apply
science to reason a technical problem in different production scenarios and subsequently to
suggest proper technical solutions for solving the problem (see page 21).
While “Technical Hard Skills” hands-on training courses are available at many technical
institutions as well as in industry apprenticeship scheme, industry trainer-led “Technical Soft
Skills” LLL programmes are very much restricted and should be introduced and promoted to
train students, unemployed graduates and existing workers as future high performance workers.
An effective short term technical soft skills course is of great help even for graduates from
humanities-based courses to apply for technical posts in the industry. Industry-training providers
and qualified industry trainer with industrial background will be useful and effective to fill up the
vacuum in technical short courses development and delivery.
Today’s economy meant getting multiple jobs and on-going development to build
transferable skills and competencies. HR personnel from both education institutions and the
industry must reconsider the relevance of the programme offered. The challenge is to prepare
future and existing workers with enough competencies, skills and flexibility.
In a real working world, employees are often assigned to a specific task & tends to
overlook other manufacturing factors which are outside their responsibilities. Often, many of
these preceding and external factors can give direct or indirect impact on the product quality and
productivity issues. Technical personnel must first understand the associated factors and how
they affect the process in order to process with confidence. A highly trained multi-skilled and
multi-discipline technical staff can tackle the quality and productivity problems in a more
efficient and controllable manner. Technical soft skills training programmes to develop knowhow in all these manufacturing variables are invaluable working skills. This is perhaps a missing
link study for manufacturing improvement and a very much sought after job skills to develop
high performance technical workers.
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8: MANUFACTURING INSIGHTS SKILLS TRAINING
Today’s manufacturing technology has become highly sophisticated and should be
regarded as science but not magic in order to maintain consistency. For the past, we have seen
many training institutions offering hands-on or technical hard skills training courses but with
limited focus on applied engineering theory to explain the scientific reasoning of what, why
and how of a manufacturing issue. Such situation limits the scope of trainees’ capabilities as
they are mainly trained in learning and reading technical drawing, operating machinery and using
tools, running a production process, maintaining equipment and measuring quality. The proposed
MIST course is to upgrade the trainees to become technically inclined in order to be able to
create, design, improve, manufacture and troubleshoot products and technology based on
scientific principles and proper engineering procedures.
Many manufacturing issues can be linked to design problems, inappropriate materials
selection, poor machines understanding, inferior moulds tool performance, incorrect processing
control and incompatible supporting equipment. Each of these factors can affect employers,
customers and suppliers' products quality and also their business profitability. The fact is
profitable manufacturing relies on competent workforce with a sound knowledge in Materials;
Machine; Mould; Methods and Manufacturable Design (the 5M variables as shown in Figure 6
below) in order to troubleshoot quality and productivity issues. MIST will impart this valuable &
practical 5M knowledge and train the trainees (existing and future technical workforce) to
become multi-skilled and multi-discipline technical staffs who can solve complicated
manufacturing problems in a more efficient and controllable manner.
MIST offers applied engineering theory to give a solid understanding of the hows and
whys of many engineering practices in order to bridge the gap between technical hard skills and
soft skills learning. This will introduce science and engineering procedures to the manufacturing
process by removing the uncertainties and hence be able to provide a consistent and repeatable
production result. High performance employees with strong theoretical foundation will be able to
explain logical reasoning on a manufacturing issue rather than depending on guesswork.
Certainly in a real production world there are inherent variations and constraints found in the
manufacturing process which can limit the theoretical perfection, but many have shown that
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higher qquality levells can be atttained by thoose willing to put enginneering prinnciples into tthe effort
to improove quality.
Technical Sooft Skills Traaining
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Figuure 7: Technnical Emplooyment Oppportunities foor MIST Trainees
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limelight of high technology development, MIST offers a missing link study in manufacturing
improvement to provide our technical workforce an important working knowledge and higher
order thinking skills.
MIST modules present a new approach of technical learning by linking the various
engineering disciplines with industrial use. It is an innovative and effective technical human
capital development programme to benefit the trainees, education institutions, the manufacturing
industry, and the nation who will be gearing to become an industrialised and technological
society in the near future. Some of the benefits of MIST include:
For the trainees:
1. Develop and strengthen pre-industry technical competency.
2. Acquire important and long lasting working knowledge (5M) to enhance employability and
for future career advancement.
3. Train to be multi-skilled and multi-disciplinary technical personnel.
4. Network with peers in manufacturing industry.
For the education institutions:
1. Provide Missing Link Study in various engineering subjects to complement existing formal
education syllabus.
2. Produce confident and marketable graduates.
3. Create awareness and interest in STEM learning.
4. Utilize existing expertise and facilities to generate income for institutions.
For the manufacturing industry:
1. Address manufacturing issues that concern manufacturers.
2. Prepare high performance technical workforce for manufacturing improvement.
3. Encourage technical details study to perform effective troubleshooting and R&D tasks.
4. Introduce science and engineering procedures to existing manufacturing practices for
sustainable growth.
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For the nation:
1. Train knowledgeable workforces to support country’s vision of becoming an industrialized
and technological society.
2. In line with Government’s policy for industry-academy partnership programme.
3. Promote country’s image by expanding it as cross countries and multilevel interaction
education and training project.
4. It’s a truly RAKYAT project that benefits many stakeholders.
9: CONCLUSION
Manufacturing industry plays a vital role in export promotion and as an engine of growth.
It is not surprising that this sector can provide ample of job opportunities. To sustain the industry
and economic growth, it is important to develop a knowledge-based economy rather than a
labour intensive economy. Universities must review their education system and produce
marketable graduates to meet the industry needs. Smart partnerships between higher education
institutions and industry-training providers can impart the higher-order thinking skills among
engineering students with greater pre-industry technical competency. For technical employment,
English proficiency is not a major constraint but applicants must possess appropriate job skills to
perform product quality and productivity improvement in the manufacturing industry. Students,
unemployed graduates and existing technical workforce are urged to look for LLL programme in
engineering and technical topics in order to polish up their working knowledge for better
employability and higher pay of technical employment. Technical “soft skills” training
emphasizes on engineering materials and process understanding is a missing link study for
manufacturing improvement and a critical skill to develop high performance technical workers.
The unique learning module of MIST offers industry-led technical soft skills training topics that
are current and relevant to the manufacturing industry. Mastering the 5M knowledge through
MIST study will train the trainees to become more agile with a solid understanding of how the
engineering and science works and using these skills to solve problems and fit into various
positions in a manufacturing environment. The Malaysian government, industry and education
institutions should adopt MIST programme in their education and training syllabus to promote
technical soft skills training for existing employees, engineering and TVET graduates.
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Appenddix 1: Case Stories
o
Case1: A tool makerr struggled to
produce quality toolss despite
having iinvested multi-million
machininng equipmennt. The
prematuure tool failurre was due to
o
poor heaat treating prractice.

Fact No.1: The hands-o
on
machining w
work produces the
shape butt proper heat
treatment ennsures them usable
and reliablee. Heat treatin
ng is a
missing linkk for parts qu
uality
improvemennt.

Case 2: A second recall exercisee
by a car maker to repplace faulty car
c
components has jeoppardized the
companyy’s product image.
i
The
problem
m recurs constantly as theiir
vendors have failed to
t study &
correct tthe failure caauses.

Fact No. 2:: Quality con
ntrol may
point out thee defects butt the
problem stilll need to go back to
the basic to solve it foreever.
ow-how
Technical sooft skills kno
is used to reeason a failurre,
suggest soluutions & to remove
the problem
m.

Case 3: The initial greenish
g
weld
d
line in a moulded car door panel
was solvved by enlargging the spru
ue
but at thhe same time resulting in a
nozzle ddrooling probblem. When the
t
melt heaat was lower,, the part
running short at the far
f corners.

Fact No. 3:: A good product
design cannnot warrant a defectfree producttion without the
support from
m a good mo
ould
design & prroper mouldiing
method. Thee study of all
manufacturiing variabless is vital
to solve mannufacturing issues.
i

Case 4: A metal stam
mper uses a
larger bllank to form a panel as th
he
edge craacking tend to recur after
forming. The cracked edge is theen
trimmedd off by a seccondary
operatioon.

Fact No. 4:: Material has its
strength & llimit. Troublle-free
manufacturiing requires a
complete unnderstanding
g of
material behhavior (form
mability),
process paraameters, toolling
design, macchine capabillity &
failure analyysis.

Case 5: An expensivve die casting
g
die crackks sooner thaan anticipateed.
The shopp manager innsists they’vee a
set of guuidelines on die
d preheatin
ng
& die sppray but inveestigation
reveals tthat the floorr operators
either neever or abusee the guidelin
nes
without the managerr’s notice.

Fact No. 5:: Floor workeers who
are running the actual
production nneed to be trrained &
make known
wn of their rolles &
acts on part quality &
productivityy.

Case 6: To strengtheen weld line,
the DOE
E says you caan use higherr
melt tem
mperature & hold
h
pressure
but makke sure you must
m fill slow
w!

Fact No. 6:: Using tradittional
DOE will giive non-senssible
result if the experiment is done
without connsidering the
processing kknowledge!
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provement
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IJM02:
IJM03:
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IJM05:
IJM06:
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IJM08:
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Module 22: PLASTIC INJECTION
N MOULDIN
NG
Fundamenntals of Moulding Engineerring
Injection Moulding Deefects, Causes & Solutions
Plastic M
Materials, Properties & Moullding Characte
teristics
Engineeriing Mould Deesign for Quality Moulding
Mould Peerformance on
n Moulding Qu
uality & Produ
ductivity
Injection Machine Und
derstanding & Process Optim
mization
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Process P
Parameters Un
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a Machine SSettings
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MS02:
MS03:
MS04:

Module 33: SHEET METAL
M
STAM
MPING
Sheet Meetal Cutting & Process Conttrol
Sheet Meetal Forming & Materials Fo
ormability
Sheet Meetal Bending & Stamping Design Guidelin
ines
Sheet Meetal Surface an
nd Thickness Strains
S
Analyssis
Module 44: SEMICON
NDUCTOR ASSEMBLY
A
E
ENGINEERIING

SE01:
SE02:
SE03:
SE04:
SE05:

Semicondductor Tooling
g Quality & Performance
Leadfram
me Materials an
nd Trim-and-F
Form Quality
Encapsulaation Mouldin
ng & Materials Control
Hardeningg & Surface Coating
C
for Seemiconductor Tooling
IC Packagge Defects & Failures Undeerstanding
Module 55: DIE CAST
TING ENGIN
NEERING

DC01:
DC02:
DC03:
DC04:

Die Castin
ing Process, Defects
D
& Die Life Improvem
ement
Thermal C
Control for Qu
uality Die Cassting
Metal Floow Control forr Quality Die Casting
Die Perfoormance Contrrol for Quality
y Casting
Module 66: FORGING
G TECHNOL
LOGY

CF01:
CF02:
CF03:
HF01:
HF02:
HF03:

Cold Forgging Tool Matterials & Proccessing Controol
Troubleshhooting Cold Forging
F
Toolss Failures
Hardeningg Quality of Forging
F
Tools
Hot Forgiing Process, Materials
M
and Die
D Life Conttrol
Engineeriing Materials for Hot Forging
Hot Forgiing Die Qualitty & Performaance

ME01:
ME02:
ME03:
ME04:
ME05:
ME06:

Module 77: MATERIA
ALS ENGINE
EERING
Metallurggy of Iron & Steel
S
Steels & IIts Heat Treattment
Metallurggical Failures Understanding & Preventioon
Aluminiuum Alloys & Its
I Heat Treatm
ment
Stainless Steels & Proccessing Contro
ol
Metallurggy of Propertiees of Copper
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